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abstract
Dna double strand breaks (Dsbs) trigger chromosomal translocations (cts), which can 

result in gene deregulation and cancer development. although cts in b cells are amongst 

the best characterized, the molecular mechanism underlying their origin remains largely 

unknown. in mature b cells, the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD) induces Dsbs 

in immunoglobulin (ig) genes to initiate Dna rearrangements and improve the efficacy of 

antibody dependent immune responses. the frequent involvement of ig loci in cts of b cell 

malignancies emphasizes the oncogenic potential of these scheduled Dsbs. mistargeting 

of aiD outside ig loci is proposed to boost the ct risk by inducing a secondary Dsb, which 

according to the ‘contact-first’ and ‘breakage-first’ models of ct, has to pre-exist before a ct 

can take place. however, several lines of evidence suggest that a ct can already be provoked by 

a single Dsb. based on a critical analysis of, and existing controversies about, genome-wide aiD 

targeting and activity, we here propose an alternative model for the molecular origin of cts that 

drive b cell malignancies. We conclude that, in a physiological setting, cts are predominantly 

initiated by Dna-ends from a single Dsb. 

aUthor sUmmary
chromosomal translocations (cts) are mutations in which chromosome segments change 

their position within a chromosome or between non-homologous chromosomes. these 

cts can deregulate gene expression and drive tumor development. studies on cts were 

hampered by the fact that the processes leading to these genetic aberrations are extremely 

rare. consequently, most knowledge on cts is derived from experiments in which Dna double 

strand breaks (Dsbs), the initiators of cts, were artificially induced. however, these results 

may not reflect the actual ct mechanism in a physiological setting. based on re-analyses of 

these experiments, and an exhaustive literature survey on cts in the b cell system, we propose 

a cts model in which a Dna-end from a single Dsb suffices to trigger a ct, which in b cells is 

intentionally induced in an ig locus by the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD). this 

model differs from most popular concepts, which assume that at least two (aiD-induced) Dsbs 

have to co-exist to enable a ct. as this model implies that any spontaneous single Dsbs has the 

potency to initiate a ct, it likely applies to the origin of ct in other tumor types. 
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Initiation of chromosomal translocations
chromosomal translocations are mutations where chromosome segments changed their 

position within a chromosome or between non-homologous chromosomes. oncogenic cts 

activate proto-oncogenes, inactivate tumor suppressors, or produce chimeric oncogenes. 

four models describing how a ct may arise have been proposed: the ‘misrecombination’, 

‘transcription-based’, ‘breakage-first’ and ‘contact-first’ model.1-6 these models can be 

classified according to the number of Dsbs that need to pre-exist before a translocation 

reaction can be initiated. While the ‘contact-first’ and ‘breakage-first’ models require the 

pre-existence of two Dsbs before a translocation reaction can take place, the ‘transcription-

based’ and ‘misrecombination’ models argue that a single Dsb triggers the formation of the 

secondary break. although microhomology is found at fusion sites of cts, large sequence 

homology is lacking, therefore the homology-dependent ‘misrecombination’ model appears 

unlikely.1, 7 likewise, as gene transcription is not a prerequisite for cts, the ‘transcription-based’ 

model can be questioned.8 furthermore, while a single Dsb may suffice in triggering a ct, two 

simultaneous Dsbs will accelerate this process.9 based on these findings, the ‘breakage-first’ 

and ‘contact-first’ models are primarily considered to date.1, 7-8, 10-12 however, the possibility 

that a single Dna-end may elicit a ct has not been excluded. this option deserves further 

consideration in understanding not only the role of aiD in promoting cts in mature b cells, but 

also the origin of cts in general. 

DSBs in Ig genes are scheduled in developing B cells
a feature common to all ct models is that initially at least one Dsb is required as an intermediate 

to enable a ct. in addition to unintentional Dsbs, which can be induced by exogenous or 

endogenous genotoxic stress, b cell development involves the generation of scheduled Dsbs in 

antigen receptor gene loci. in precursor b cells the rag recombinase is transiently expressed to 

generate site-specific Dsbs and enable error-prone recombination of variable (v), diversity (D), 

and joining (J) segments, the molecular basis for the somatic generation of a diverse, clonally 

distributed Ig gene repertoire.13-14 furthermore, in mature, antigen-activated b cells of the 

germinal center (gc), the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD) is transiently expressed 

to initiate Dsb formation in IgH switch regions to enable class switch recombination.15-17 While 

critical for lymphocyte development, these scheduled Dsbs are intimately linked to the 

frequent acquisition of specific cts involving Ig loci in defined b cell malignancies.1, 18-22 

AID in lymphoma development: Guilty as charged?
in the course of evolution the IgH locus appears to have been genetically and epigenetically 

optimized to enable effective Dsb formation. the IgH locus for example resides in a hyper-

recombinogenic subtelomeric region. in addition, strong IgH enhancer elements and switch 

promoter elements ensure high levels of switch transcripts. the presence of repetitive g/c 

rich elements favors the formation of g stacks and r loops, which are thought to contribute 

to the exceptional accessibility and exposure of ssDna.17 furthermore, these g/c rich regions 

enable the formation of Z structured Dna, a feature that is shared between Ig and a few 
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non-Ig genes.23 this exceptional Dna exposure not only favors spontaneous Dna damage, 

but also targeting by aiD. as aiD induces Dsbs in switch regions, aiD is undoubtedly a ct risk 

factor. in addition, extensive mistargeting of non-Ig genes by aiD activity has been suggested 

to boost cts by generating Dsbs genome-wide. however, the extent by which aiD targets 

throughout the genome is under debate, the number of proposed (off-)targets ranges from a 

couple to several thousands.23-25 to understand the actual contribution of aiD to the origin of 

cts in b cells, we comprehensively (re-) assessed previous genome-wide and whole-genome 

studies on aiD. 

AID targeting throughout the genome has not been measured
a chiP-seq experiment applied on switch activated b cells suggested that aiD binds thousands 

of genes throughout the genome (> 5910 genes).25 if also active at these loci, aiD would 

have the potency to induce somatic mutations and Dsbs throughout the genome. When 

verifying these chiP-seq analyses we found that aiD binding was actually not measured.26 the 

discrepancies between the Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ samples relate to unequal sample preparation: 

while in the Aicda+/+ sample combines three iPs, the Aicda-/- sample originates from a single iP 

(figure s2).27 as a consequence of sonication hypersensitivity of promoters, signal accumulated 

more in promoters in the Aicda+/+ sample, as compared to the Aicda-/- sample (figure 1ab, s1, 

s2). furthermore, when applying DamiD as an independent approach to measure aiD binding 

throughout the genome, specific aiD-Dna interactions were not detected (figure s3). With 

both the fusion (aiD-Dam) and the Dam reference highly similar gamtc methylation footprints 

were obtained. for example, high gamtc methylation loads were observed in open accessible 

promoter regions for both the fusion as well as for Dam (figure 1cD). as specific enrichment of 

aiD at Ig loci was not observed, both chiP-seq and DamiD appear too insensitive to measure 

specific aiD-Dna interactions. taken together, efforts to measure aiD-chromatin interaction 

in vivo have failed, therefore direct evidence for genome-wide aiD targeting is lacking.

Assessing AID as epigenetic eraser
besides its specific role in Ig gene remodeling, aiD has been implicated in active Dna 

demethylation and as a genome-wide Dna-methylation eraser in non-b cells.28-31 after aiD 

deaminates methylated cpgs, the glycosylase mbd4 is proposed to initiate base excision repair 

by removing the thymidine base in the resulting t:g mismatch.32 curiously, an investigation 

of epigenetic programming in murine primordial germ cells led to the proposal that aiD 

is a genome-wide Dna methylation eraser in gene bodies, but not in promoters28, the 

proposed preferential aiD targets.25, 30, 33 Unfortunately, this study did not control for potential 

confounding parameters recently identified in Aicda-/- mice.34 these include the location of 

mbd4 and nanog in a deregulated region around the targeted Aicda-/- locus, which may affect 

developmental outcome. consequently, studies on genome-wide function of aiD in non-b cell 

systems require further validations. in switch activated b cells, in which aiD expression is 

highest, several independent experimental approaches failed to reveal a role for aiD in active 

Dna demethylation and programming.34-35 in summary, there is no conclusive evidence that 

aiD exerts a genome-wide function in Dna demethylation, or is targeted genome-wide. 
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actually, recent studies implicated the tet proteins as the most critical enzymes in active 

Dna demethylation.36-40

Collateral DNA damage by AID
mutational analyses of active genes, amplified from gc b cells isolated from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

mice, fueled the concept of genome-wide aiD targeting. these indirect measurements suggest 

that 23 of 118 transcriptionally most active non-Ig genes mutate in an aiD-dependent manner.24 

this group includes Cd83, Pim1, Pax5, and Myc, which were shown to locate in spatial proximity 

to the IgH locus. 41-42 the spatial proximity of genes to Ig light chain loci in gc b cells remains 

to be established. notably, when investigators are defining aiD targets by mutational analyses, 

Figure 1. Distinguishing between binding and accessibility. (a), Promoter alignments of chiP-sequencing 
reads of activated b cells from Aicda-/- (a single immuno-precipitation) and (b), Aicda+/+ mice, a combination 
of three immuno-precipitations. red, cpg-poor promoters; blue, cpg-rich promoters. (c) Promoter 
alignments of methylation footprint of Dam and (D), aiD-Dam. of note, the accessibility distribution may 
affect mutational outcomes as each mutagenic agent has access to these regions. 
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unanticipated confounding variables may bias the interpretation of observed differences 

in mutation load of some genes. for example, given the substantial differences in the 

transcriptome of Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets26, the nuclear organization is likely to differ 

and might have skewed collateral damage measurements. besides comparing the mutation 

load of b cells isolated from Aicda+/+ mice with those of Aicda-/- mice, also mutation loads of 

Aicda+/+/Msh2-/-/Ung2-/- and Igk-AID/Ung2-/- b cells were determined and compared with those 

from Aicda-/- mice. if Dna repair is impaired, mutations are expected to accumulate in highly 

accessible promoter-proximal regions as a consequence of spontaneous cytosine deamination 

throughout development (figure 1). hence, when one compares differences in mutation loads 

of gc b cells from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+/Msh2-/-/Ung2-/- mice within those regions, additional 

validations are required to assign mutations to aiD.24 furthermore, apart from the absence 

of specific Dna repair pathways, a non-physiological level and duration of aiD expression in 

transgenic mice expressing aiD under the regulatory elements of the igκ locus is likely to skew 

the mutational analyses between Aicda-/- and Igk-AID/Ung2-/- b cells.33 interestingly, however, 

in all comparisons made, genes known to be in spatial proximity to the IgH locus reappeared 

and the rgyW, Wrcy motif is preferentially mutated. of note, aiD-independent mutations 

lack the preferred aiD hotspot motif (rgyW, Wrcy) and may arise as a consequence of several 

confounding processes as Aicda-/- b cells were used as a reference.34 in conclusion, although 

mutational analyses have been useful in providing the first indirect evidence for collateral 

damage by aiD, the number of independently confirmed somatically mutated genes with an 

aiD specific hot spot signature is rather small.

Role of AID in chromosomal translocations
extensive ‘off-targeting’ of aiD might provide an attractive driving force for the generation of 

secondary Dsbs outside Ig loci25, which according to the breakage- and contact-first models 

need to pre-exist before a ct can be initiated. translocation-capture sequencing (tc-seq) 

applied on switch-activated Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cells was used to support this concept.8 

tc-seq induces a Dsb within a targeted i-scei site using retroviral I-SceIRV and Aicdarv expression 

vectors. by comparing c-myc-I-SceI/Aicda-/- and mycI-SceI/AicdaRV; or IgHI-SceI/Aicda+/+ and IgHI-SceI/

AcidaRV, singly transduced b cells were compared to dually transduced b cells. as provirus 

insertion involves the generation of a Dsb and impairs c-nheJ43, these comparisons could 

involve unanticipated confounding effects. moreover, aiD overexpression experiments may 

not be predictive for translocations in a physiological setting.this is indicated by the results 

of high-throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts), a technique similar to 

tc-seq in which a non-viral strategy was followed to induce a Dsb within an i-scei site.7 Using 

this approach, activated b cells from c-myc25xI-SceI/Aicda-/- mice were compared to those of 

myc25xI-SceI/Aicda+/+ mice, thereby ensuring that aiD is expressed at physiological levels. most 

strikingly, amongst the thousands of ct breakpoints identified, only 21 could be defined as 

potentially aiD-dependent and at least a subset of those located in spatial proximity to the igh 

gene.7, 41-42 notably, proximal intra- and inter-chromosomal rearrangements occur virtually as 

frequently in Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cells. in addition, c-myc25xI-SceI/Aicda-/- accumulated virtually 

as many cts as myc25xI-SceI/Aicda+/+ b cells. hence, the relevance of aiD in triggering additional 
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Dsbs downstream of the experimentally induced i-scei break is highly questionable. as the vast 

majority of cts arise independently of aiD, it is unlikely that aiD stimulates cts by inducing Dsbs 

more widely throughout the genome 

Simultaneous DSBs increase the frequency of translocations
Dsbs are highly genotoxic. to prohibit the generation of death signals, a number of repair 

pathways, like non-homolohous end joining (nheJ), alternative end-joining (a-eJ) and 

homologous recombination (hr) exist to ensure that these lesions are repaired efficiently.1 

although Dsbs are normally efficiently repaired, when two Dsbs are experimentally ‘forced’ 

to co-exist in a cell, an ~80-fold increase in ct frequency was observed.9 in addition, 

the relationship between irradiation-induced Dsbs and the formation of chromosomal 

rearrangements appears linear-quadratic4, which further supports that any additional Dsb will 

accelerate a ct reaction (figure 2a). in line with these observations, a ~40-fold increase in the 

rearrangement frequency is observed when aiD induces a second Dsb in one of the active 

IgH switch regions beyond the primary i-scei induced break in Myc.7 thus, in line with the 

contact- and breakage-first ct models, cts preferentially occur when two or more Dsbs are 

‘forced’ to co-exist in a cell.

Single DSBs may induce translocation events
interestingly, non-forced systems suggest that a single Dsb can already provoke a ct event. 

in contrast to high-dose irradiation studies, low-dose gamma irradiation studies indicated a 

linear dose-response relationship between Dsb formation and the formation of chromosomal 

aberrations.4 a linear relationship was independently obtained with mmc induced Dsbs.44 

moreover, the view that two Dsbs need to pre-exist is incompatible with the observations that 

intra- and inter-chromosomal rearrangements do occur most frequently in genomic elements 

located in spatial proximity to the primary Dsb.7-8 if the rate of secondary Dsb formation, that 

occur in spatial proximity to the primary Dsb, has the same rate throughout the genome, these 

genotoxic lesions would accumulate at an extraordinary rate, a scenario incompatible with life. 

Figure 2. first order reaction vs. second order reactions. (a), When considering translocations as a second 
order reaction, which is implied by the ‘breakage first’ and ‘contact first’ model on the origin of cts, two 
breaks need to pre-exist before a translocation reaction takes place. according to these models, one 
expects that any additional Dsb should accelerate the translocation reaction, and result in a disproportional 
increase in the occurrence chromosomal aberrations. (b), a linear increase is expected when a single Dsb 
can provoke a ct event.
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together these findings support the concept that in a non-forced or physiological setting most 

cts are initiated from a single Dsb.

Alternative end-joining and chromosomal translocations
based on the distribution of rearrangement events from the location of the primary Dsb we 

propose a model, where actually a single Dna-end provokes a ct reaction. accordingly, the 

translocation frequency is primarily determined by the frequency at which the two Dna-ends 

of a Dsb are not synapsed or the synapse becomes instable. this possibility is consistent with 

the notion that impaired non-homologous end joining (nheJ) facilitates, i.e. alternative end-

joining (a-eJ) which favors cts is suppressed by nheJ. at the same time microhomology (mh) 

usage, has been identified as a signature of a-eJ driven repair. the high frequency of finding 

extensive mh at junctions of cts implies a link between a-eJ and cts. a shift in the balance 

between nheJ and a-eJ appears to represent an important step in carcinogenesis. although 

the exact contribution of a-eJ to normal cell physiology and the development of cancer remain 

unknown, the increase in cts in nheJ-deficient cells implies that a-eJ is key to cts. recently, 

evidence for a role for ctiP in ct formation through a-eJ has been is provided. ctiP is a Dna 

end-resection factor and involved in homology-directed repair of Dsbs. Depletion of ctiP 

results in a substantial decrease in ct frequency in mouse cells. furthermore, the translocation 

breakpoint junctions from ctiP-depleted cells had significantly lower mh usage, as compared 

to wild-type cells.  if ctiP mediated end resection stimulates mh search in the neighbouring 

Dna end, it is likely that in the absence of the corresponding Dna end (lost synapsis) a similar 

process may get triggered elsewhere in the genome, but preferentially in proximal accessible 

regions. the latter is in accordance with the exponential distribution of cts around the primary 

break site. accordingly, a-eJ may not just be an alternative Dsb repair process, but at the same 

time ctiP-mediated a-eJ may promote ct and simultaneously stimulate alternative Dna end 

generation (a-eg). to complete a ct, the newly generated Dna end is joined to the remaining 

Dna end of the primary break, which likely involves nheJ. if not repaired timely, a domino 

effect may get triggered, explaining the unsolved phenomenon of chromothripsis where also 

extensive mh is observed.

Model
our overview of the literature shows that it is not known whether one or two Dsb need to 

pre-exist before a ct can be initiated. moreover, aiD off-targeting is of minor relevance in 

generating a secondary Dsb downstream of a primary Dsb. this leaves two possibilities for 

the origin of aiD-dependent cts. either, a second aiD-independent Dsb co-exists besides 

the aiD-induced Ig break, or one of the aiD-induced Dsb-ends itself can provoke a ct. here, 

we propose a ct-model where translocations are predominantly initiated from a single Dsb 

(figure 3). in b cells, this Dsb is induced by aiD in one of the Ig loci. if not repaired (or in the case 

of Ig genes, recombined intragenically), one of the Dna-ends preferentially hits chromatin in 

spatial proximity to the primary break site. if a Dna-end is allowed to migrate within the nuclear 

space5, also distant genomic regions can be hit. During the following ct reaction chromosomes 

are rearranged while simultaneously another Dna end is generated de novo at the target site. 
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Figure 3. chromosomal translocations initiated by a single Dna-end. according to this chromosomal 
translocation model a single Dna-break end is sufficient in initiating a translocation reaction at an accessible 
Dna region. Proximal intrachromosomal rearrangements dominate (i). the frequency to become involved 
in an interchromosomal translocations is highest for genes in spatial proximity to the Dna break (ii), and 
lower for distal genes (iii). local Dna accessibility and modifiability are proposed to skew the translocation 
risk to specific genomic elements, like tss-proximal regions, as indicated with arrow.

the latter may be repaired conventionally with the remaining Dna-end of the primary break 

site to complete a reciprocal ct, or the newly generated Dna-end could trigger a domino 

effect, which might explain the phenomenon of chromothripsis.45-46 this model implies that 

a single Dsb, like a scheduled Dsb in IgH genes, already provides a strong oncogenic risk. in 

an exceptional case aiD may induce a Dsb in a gene in spatial proximity to the IgH locus by 

collateral damage and thereby provoke a ct. 
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sUPPlemental figUres

Figure S1. Preferential binding of aiD at stalled promoters has not been measured. (a), based on the authors’ 
definitions of aiD targets and promoter classifications, it appeared that aiD would have a preference for 
stalled promoters. however, when excluding the unclassified promoters from the analysis, (b), only a small 
preference remained, which in the absence of true biological replicates, lacks any significance.
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Figure S2. consequence of 
unequal library preparation on 
sequence library compositions 
and defining putative aiD 
binding sites. (a), When 
performing an immune-
precipitation on cross-linked 
Dna, accessible genomic 
elements (shown in red), 
like promoters, accumulate 
background signal27(figure 
1ab) while inaccessible regions 
remain underrepresented. 
(b), when combining three 
independent iPs25, background 
signal will preferentially 
accumulate within accessible 
regions, while leaving the 
signal in inaccessible genomic 
elements relatively low. When 

normalizing both the reference (Aicda-/-) and experiment sample (Aicda+/+) to library size (as performed 
by the authors) and subsequently determine the difference in signal, background signal will be falsely 
assigned as aiD target in accessible regions. in line with this notion, besides promoter regions, also other 
accessible regions were falsely interpreted as potential aiD targets. notably, a linear normalization did not 
reveal any aiD binding site, as shown previously.26 
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Figure S3. DamiD failed to reveal aiD chromatin binding sites. aiD-Dam fusion retains aiD activity. 3t3-ntZ 
indicator cells47 were infected with empty vector (a) aiD (b) or aiD-Dam (c). twelve days after infection 
the frequency of gfP expressing revertants was measured by flow cytometry. numbers within the dot plots 
indicate percentages. (D), ma-plot of DamiD datasets. m is plotted against a (log2(aiDDam) + log2(Dam)). 
Probes covering the ighm gene are shown in red. 
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boX 1: Potential variables confoUnDing the 
comParison betWeen AICDA-/- anD AICDA+/+ mice
the Aicda-/- mice originate from es cells derived from c57bl/6 -cba f1 blastocysts, of which 

the cba derived Aicda allele at chr6:f1 was targeted.34 hereafter, germline competent 

chimeras Aicda-/- mice were independently backcrossed to a c57bl/6 background by 

different laboratories for various generations. in general, cells obtained from these ‘putative 

congenic’ Aicda-/- mice are compared with those of Wt c57bl/6 (Aicda+/+) to reveal aiD 

dependent phenotypes. to explore a role for aiD in programming differentiating b cells 

we applied rna-seq on Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- in non-gc, naïve, gc and activated b cells. 

however, we unexpectedly discovered three major confounding variables.

•	 Aicda-/- mice are not fully congenic. genes located within the conserved 26 mbps 

segment around the Aicda locus (chr6:e2-g1) were overrepresented among the top 

differentially expressed genes between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ activated and gc b cells. 

the same region is also overrepresented among differential genes of naive b cells, in 

which aiD is not expressed. these results, taken together with the fact that snPs from 

the cba background were conserved exactly within this region of the Aicda-/- mice, 

discloses that this region is aiD independent deregulated. a  crossover within this 

segment is rare, and deregulation of this region appears a general problem.34 

•	 germinal center development. Aicda-/- mice have an enlarged pool of gc b cells. 

Unbiased gene ontology (go) analysis on activated- and gc b cells of Aicda-/- and 

Aicda+/+ mice revealed that the 4 (out of 7) most significant go terms are linked to 

development (fDr < 0.02). this difference is adding another confounding variable, 

next to the region on chr6:e2-g1 when comparing gc b cells isolated from Aicda-/- and 

Aicda+/+ mice.34 

•	 individual genes relevant for aiD biology (table s1). genes of general interest 

were found to be differentially expressed. as expected, many elements within the 

immunoglobulin heavy chain gene, and immunoglobulin kappa locus, are differential. 

moreover, in non-gc b cells 70 genes, and in gc b cells 352 genes, appear differential 

(cut-off fDr < 0.1) between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- mice (when genes within chr6:e2-g1 

are excluded). of note, many genes found differential in non-gc are also differential 

in gc b cells (75%). the group of these consistently differentially expressed genes 

included previously proposed aiD damaged targets (including Cd83, Myc and Mir-142) 

or other genes of interest (Rag1, Apobec2, Bcl2).34
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Table S1. selection of genes differentially expressed between different Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets

Gene GROUP* logFC** logCPM*** Pvalue FDR

apobec1

ngc -0.5614 63 208 0.0361 1

nve -0.7035 62 811 0 0

gcs -0.7491 83 626 9,00e-4 0.0936

act -0.5641 70 046 0 0

cd83

ngc -0.809 94 587 0.0013 0.3375

nve 0.006 80 418 0.9002 1

gcs -0.7643 93 832 8,00e-4 0.0842

act 0.1195 93 122 0.0285 0.2092

btg1

ngc -0.1869 95 375 0.4835 1

nve 0.1361 97 429 0.3069 1

gcs -0.3315 79 144 0.1716 1

act 0.1394 69 106 0.0227 0.1803

blk

ngc -0.0575 94 252 0.8266 1

nve -0.0093 92 438 0.9591 1

gcs -0.1441 89 504 0.502 1

act -0.1582 48 904 0.0189 0.161

cd79a

ngc -0.1101 107 329 0.6471 1

nve 0.1661 111 573 0.1813 0.9977

gcs -0.3021 96 721 0.192 1

act 0.1876 89 833 5,00e-4 0.0113

cd79b

ngc -0.2917 117 681 0.2415 1

nve 0.1561 110 095 0.1772 0.9933

gcs -0.0655 111 959 0.7327 1

act 0.1909 95 797 7,00e-4 0.0138

syk

ngc -0.0103 104 683 0.9558 1

nve -0.1357 106 182 0.2357 1

gcs -0.1681 102 288 0.4404 1

act 0.2955 8 155 0 0

Pax5

ngc -0.2552 89 137 0.3574 1

nve -0.131 84 329 0.2286 1

gcs -0.3387 88 794 0.0906 1

act 0.2382 73 306 0 9,00e-4

myc

ngc -0.5542 65 084 0.0407 1

nve 0.0039 61 569 0.9907 1

gcs -0.7448 58 034 0.0011 0.1112

act -0.0208 75 896 0.5084 0.8394

fas

ngc -0.3616 30 542 0.2165 1

nve -11 113 30 306 0 0

gcs -0.212 74 872 0.3364 1

act 0.071 55 366 0.3146 0.7127

Junb

ngc -0.8113 65 528 0.0048 0.7678

nve 0.2566 69 883 0.036 0.5587

gcs -0.712 64 234 0.0012 0.1158

act -0.0844 78 964 0.0369 0.2448
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Table S1. selection of genes differentially expressed between different Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets

Gene GROUP* logFC** logCPM*** Pvalue FDR

mir142

ngc -12 556 18 668 6,00e-4 0.1941

nve 0.5699 37 796 0 0.0018

gcs -0.7693 0.3174 0.0766 1

act -0.0205 21 144 0.7912 0.9589

ccnd2

ngc 0.5257 70 443 0.0426 1

nve 0.1894 63 359 0.1306 0.9247

gcs -0.995 47 864 0 0.0097

act 0.2396 101 262 0 4,00e-4

socs1

ngc -0.5041 30 125 0.0723 1

nve -0.8619 23 725 0 2,00e-4

gcs -0.1154 43 336 0.5398 1

act 0.2226 52 215 0.0033 0.0459

gadd45g

ngc -12 735 51 227 0 0.0031

nve 0.1843 45 569 0.1633 0.9803

gcs -10 683 24 436 2,00e-4 0.0273

act -0.1772 62 952 0.0038 0.052

mbd4

ngc 0.781 53 595 0.0037 0.6575

nve 0.5432 57 195 0 0.0021

gcs 0.4523 80 137 0.0451 1

act 0.5408 43 176 0 0

tet1

ngc 12 638 2 452 1,00e-4 0.0312

nve 0.2724 2 614 0.0916 0.8263

gcs -0.7002 -0.0742 0.2105 1

act 0.2512 29 238 0.0188 0.1603

tet2

ngc 0.3592 57 528 0.1435 1

nve -0.1233 63 597 0.2833 1

gcs -0.2223 41 541 0.3519 1

act -0.174 77 297 0.0013 0.0222

rag1
ngc 19 544 12 974 0 0.0017

gcs 34 891 -0.7992 0 0.0034

*groUP: ngc (non-germinal center b cells); nve (naive b cells);gcs (germinal center b cells); act 
(activated b cells).
**logfc: logfc between aicda-/- and aicda+/+ subset
***logcPm: log2(counts per million sequence reads) (r package edger)
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